
To here?

Oh geez!  I sent to little hunter!  I’ll send to you and see if I get get the little man to 
send back!  Lol!

I sent to you now. I texted little Hunter and said I mistakenly venmoed $1000 instead 
of $100 for his birthday. Hopefully he’ll Venmo me back $900. 
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Did you get it?

You — ILY

"#$

Ill; send back today when I straighten out my account— sorry

Delivered

No worries. 

iMessage
Apr 26, 2018, 5:21 PM

Hunt, something’s up with Jim’s phone. We are together. Please try to call mine. This 
one. 
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Jul 5, 2018, 10:42 AM

Hunt, Jim got your portfolio with passport/cards. Just text me where you are staying 
and I’ll FedEx it to you. Xo, Sara

Jul 6, 2018, 6:07 PM

Hunt, it’s Aunt Sara. Just want you to know I adore you. Truly. Uncle Jim is truly okay. 
He’s just a little crazy. That’s the way I like them. But you know that.  
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Jul 13, 2018, 8:09 PM

Caroline Nicole Biden

8650 Pine Tree Place. 
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Click to Download
Caroline Nicole Biden…

32.6 KB

Her cell 

Jul 15, 2018, 9:09 PM

 Courtyard by Marriott Irvine Spectrum
google.com

Centerpointe Apartments For Rent - Irvine 
Company Apartments
irvinecompanyapartments.com

Jul 27, 2018, 1:01 PM

Hunter, Parole officer needs Caroline’s address in CA in order to transfer to CA. 
Liguori told her he’d have it by Monday. Caroline also just said she needs to accept 
job by end of day today and tell them when she can start. We think next Monday the 
6th would be good. Jim wants you to call him. 
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Aug 3, 2018, 12:28 PM

Thanks Hunter! Wire received. 
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Aug 9, 2018, 5:56 PM
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Kevin’s contact from the mouse. Xo Aunt Sara 

Aug 15, 2018, 7:18 PM
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Delayed a bit. Arrives 9:08. Terminal B. Love you 
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. Please confirm you got.

Aug 16, 2018, 1:00 AM

Sorry didn’t see confirm oart

Read

Dec 24, 2018, 11:36 AM

UJ sent you a little Venmo. 
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Jan 29, 2019, 12:44 PM

The Overstory - Richard Powers
richardpowers.net

It’s the overstory, not the understory!  I love you. I appreciate your insight. 
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Feb 1, 2019, 7:02 PM

Did you get the book?

Feb 2, 2019, 1:50 PM

If you haven't gotten that book yet I wanna send it to you for your birthday where 
should I mail it I love you aunt Sara

I did and I also got and strangely started first ‘Genoeity”

Who’s it by and do you recommend?

Same author 

Yes

I’ll get it ASAP!  I’m almost finished with the Overstory. He’s a pretty amazing author. 
We were thinking of coming to see you on your birthday but don’t want to impose. 

how about I come there on Monday

That would be great!  
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OK lets do this the right way.,

Its complicated beyond belief

How do you want to do it. ?

I think to avoid feeling worse and m ore depressed than I already do

Uncle J should suggest to dad that the 3 of us meet

At Dante and Luigis

Or something like that

Otherwise

I’ll pass it along!

I cant see the f[=girls and  not see n at and hu t

I cant see my u uncle w/o seeing my dad

I cant see hallie B/c she wont even let me be there (23 days clean) to kiss Nat and 
Hunt.

So if he (my uncle) doesnt want to ask dad than I guess lets just leave it be.

Okay. So best is you and your dad and UJ?

Leave it be— LYSM

UJ  will ask him. He’s gonna call you now.  Love you. 

He’s just tried texting you. 

UJ is communication with your dad. We don’t want to add to complication if you just 
want to see your dad. We just want you to know we love you. 

Feb 2, 2019, 5:53 PM

I just want to see my uncle in what I'm saying is is it's complication is is it if I just see 
my uncle I think I'm her dad's feelings so I don't just want to see dad I want to see 
mouth

The only person I want to see you smile I want my uncle I want my best friend I want 
only person that I know is completely 100% mind

Understood. Hopefully UJ will be able to work it out for the three of you. 
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Feb 3, 2019, 4:29 AM

Why cant you c one too.

Ly

#

Feb 3, 2019, 6:54 PM
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Your birthday present. A dream journal. Amazing things happen there. I once saw 
your mother in a dream. I love you. 

 So beautiful 

You will write beautiful things in it!  I’m almost finished with the Overstory. Will start 
on your recommendation tomorrow. The only bad thing about ready really good stuff 
is that it makes you wonder how you could possibly write. But you can. You are a 
natural born writer.

Ps. The dream I saw your mother in was shortly after my father died so I was more 
open to such things. Nick had also broken his arm and at the time they suspected 
child abuse (by me). I saw in my dream Mom-Mom and your mother pushing baby 
Naomi in a stroller in front of UPenn Hospital. They waived at me as I was walking 
across the skywalk to take care of Nick. It was such an overwhelming sense of love. I 
will never forget it. 

That’s such a beautiful dream

It was. 
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Mar 17, 2019, 11:16 AM

Just Venmo’d
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